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Lecture overview
• Why Generative Models

• Types of Generative Models 
−Autoregressive Generative Models
− Latent Variable Models
− Transformation Models

• Image Editing with GANs
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Deep Supervised Learning: A Success Story
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Deep CNN

I               am                a         student     <EOS>  Je             suis étudiant

Je            suis étudiant <EOS>

A BiLSTM encoder and 
LSTM-with-attention decoder
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Encoder Decoder

Encoder Decoder

RNN with attention

•Obtain lots of input-output examples
• Train a deep neural network

• Achieve superior results



Discriminative vs. Generative Models
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“Cat”

Discriminative models Generative models 

Goal: Learn some underlying hidden structure of 
the training samples to generate novel samples 
from same data distribution

Goal: Learn a function to map x -> y 

x y 



Generative Modeling
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Generative Modeling
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Assumptions on     :
• tractable sampling
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Training examples Model samples



Generative Modeling
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pdata

pmodel

Slide adapted from Sebastian Nowozin

Assumptions on     :
• tractable sampling
• tractable likelihood function

P



Why study deep generative models?
• Go beyond associating inputs to outputs

• Understand high-dimensional, complex probability distributions

• Discover the “true” structure of the data 

• Detect surprising events in the world (anomaly detection)

• Missing Data (semi-supervised learning)

• Generate models for planning (model-based reinforcement learning)
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Three Broad Categories

• Autoregressive Models
• PixelCNN

• Latent Variable Models
• Variational Autoencoders

• Transformation Models
• Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
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Autoregressive
Generative Models
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Learning the Distribution of Natural Data
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• Fully visible belief networks [Frey et al.,1996] [Frey, 1998] 

• NADE/MADE [Larochelle and Murray, 2011] [Germain et al., 2015] 

• PixelRNN/PixelCNN (Images) [van den Oord, Kalchbrenner, Kavukcuoglu, 2016]
[van den Oord, Kalchbrenner, Vinyals, et al., 2016]

• Video Pixel Nets (Videos) [Kalchbrenner, van den Oord, Simonyan, et al., 2016]

• ByteNet (Language/seq2seq) [Kalchbrenner, Espeholt, Simonyan, et al., 2016]

• WaveNet (Audio) [van den Oord, Dieleman, Zen, et al., 2016]
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PixelCNN
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Neural Image Model: Pixel RNN

P(                 )

Slide  adapted from Nal Kalchbrenner

• approach the generation process 
as sequence modeling problem
• an explicit density model



PixelCNN
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Neural Image Model: Pixel RNN
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PixelCNN
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Neural Image Model: Pixel RNN

P(                 )
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Neural Image Model: Pixel RNN
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By chain rule and using pixels as variables,

PixelCNN

Oord, Aaron van den, Nal Kalchbrenner, and Koray Kavukcuoglu. "Pixel recurrent neural networks.” 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1601.06759 (2016).

Idea: use masked convolutions to enforce the autoregressive relationship 
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Figure 1: Left: A visualization of the PixelCNN that maps a neighborhood of pixels to prediction for
the next pixel. To generate pixel xi the model can only condition on the previously generated pixels
x1, . . . xi�1. Middle: an example matrix that is used to mask the 5x5 filters to make sure the model
cannot read pixels below (or strictly to the right) of the current pixel to make its predictions. Right:
Top: PixelCNNs have a blind spot in the receptive field that can not be used to make predictions.
Bottom: Two convolutional stacks (blue and purple) allow to capture the whole receptive field.

combine the strengths of both models by introducing a gated variant of PixelCNN (Gated PixelCNN)
that matches the log-likelihood of PixelRNN on both CIFAR and ImageNet, while requiring less than
half the training time.

We also introduce a conditional variant of the Gated PixelCNN (Conditional PixelCNN) that allows
us to model the complex conditional distributions of natural images given a latent vector embedding.
We show that a single Conditional PixelCNN model can be used to generate images from diverse
classes such as dogs, lawn mowers and coral reefs, by simply conditioning on a one-hot encoding
of the class. Similarly one can use embeddings that capture high level information of an image to
generate a large variety of images with similar features. This gives us insight into the invariances
encoded in the embeddings — e.g., we can generate different poses of the same person based on a
single image. The same framework can also be used to analyse and interpret different layers and
activations in deep neural networks.

2 Gated PixelCNN

PixelCNNs (and PixelRNNs) [30] model the joint distribution of pixels over an image x as the
following product of conditional distributions, where xi is a single pixel:

p(x) =
n2Y

i=1

p(xi|x1, ..., xi�1). (1)

The ordering of the pixel dependencies is in raster scan order: row by row and pixel by pixel within
every row. Every pixel therefore depends on all the pixels above and to the left of it, and not on any
of other pixels. The dependency field of a pixel is visualized in Figure 1 (left).

A similar setup has been used by other autoregressive models such as NADE [14] and RIDE [26].
The difference lies in the way the conditional distributions p(xi|x1, ..., xi�1) are constructed. In
PixelCNN every conditional distribution is modelled by a convolutional neural network. To make
sure the CNN can only use information about pixels above and to the left of the current pixel, the
filters of the convolution are masked as shown in Figure 1 (middle). For each pixel the three colour
channels (R, G, B) are modelled successively, with B conditioned on (R, G), and G conditioned on R.
This is achieved by splitting the feature maps at every layer of the network into three and adjusting the
centre values of the mask tensors. The 256 possible values for each colour channel are then modelled
using a softmax.

PixelCNN typically consists of a stack of masked convolutional layers that takes an N x N x 3 image
as input and produces N x N x 3 x 256 predictions as output. The use of convolutions allows the
predictions for all the pixels to be made in parallel during training (all conditional distributions from
Equation 1). During sampling the predictions are sequential: every time a pixel is predicted, it is

2
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PixelCNN – Softmax Sampling
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PixelCNN – Softmax Sampling
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PixelCNN – Softmax Sampling
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PixelCNN – Softmax Sampling
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PixelCNN – Softmax Sampling
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PixelCNN – Softmax Sampling
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PixelCNN – Softmax Sampling
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PixelCNN
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PixelCNN

van den Oord, Aaron, et al. "Conditional image generation with PixelCNN decoders.” 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems. 2016.
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Use a stack of masked convolutions

Training can be parallelized, though generation is still a sequential operation over pixelsSlide  adapted from Nal Kalchbrenner
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relationship 

Neural Image Model: Pixel RNN
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Neural Image Model: Pixel RNN
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use masked convolutions 
to enforce the 
autoregressive 
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Mask B

Mask A

Pixel Recurrent Neural Networks

In the literature it is currently best practice to add real-
valued noise to the pixel values to dequantize the data when
using density functions (Uria et al., 2013). When uniform
noise is added (with values in the interval [0, 1]), then the
log-likelihoods of continuous and discrete models are di-
rectly comparable (Theis et al., 2015). In our case, we can
use the values from the discrete distribution as a piecewise-
uniform continuous function that has a constant value for
every interval [i, i + 1], i = 1, 2, . . . 256. This correspond-
ing distribution will have the same log-likelihood (on data
with added noise) as the original discrete distribution (on
discrete data).

For MNIST we report the negative log-likelihood in nats
as it is common practice in literature. For CIFAR-10 and
ImageNet we report negative log-likelihoods in bits per di-
mension. The total discrete log-likelihood is normalized by
the dimensionality of the images (e.g., 32⇥ 32⇥ 3 = 3072
for CIFAR-10). These numbers are interpretable as the
number of bits that a compression scheme based on this
model would need to compress every RGB color value
(van den Oord & Schrauwen, 2014b; Theis et al., 2015);
in practice there is also a small overhead due to arithmetic
coding.

5.2. Training Details

Our models are trained on GPUs using the Torch toolbox.
From the different parameter update rules tried, RMSProp
gives best convergence performance and is used for all ex-
periments. The learning rate schedules were manually set
for every dataset to the highest values that allowed fast con-
vergence. The batch sizes also vary for different datasets.
For smaller datasets such as MNIST and CIFAR-10 we use
smaller batch sizes of 16 images as this seems to regularize
the models. For ImageNet we use as large a batch size as
allowed by the GPU memory; this corresponds to 64 im-
ages/batch for 32 ⇥ 32 ImageNet, and 32 images/batch for
64 ⇥ 64 ImageNet. Apart from scaling and centering the
images at the input of the network, we don’t use any other
preprocessing or augmentation. For the multinomial loss
function we use the raw pixel color values as categories.
For all the PixelRNN models, we learn the initial recurrent
state of the network.

5.3. Discrete Softmax Distribution

Apart from being intuitive and easy to implement, we find
that using a softmax on discrete pixel values instead of a
mixture density approach on continuous pixel values gives
better results. For the Row LSTM model with a softmax
output distribution we obtain 3.06 bits/dim on the CIFAR-
10 validation set. For the same model with a Mixture of
Conditional Gaussian Scale Mixtures (MCGSM) (Theis &
Bethge, 2015) we obtain 3.22 bits/dim.

In Figure 6 we show a few softmax activations from the
model. Although we don’t embed prior information about
the meaning or relations of the 256 color categories, e.g.
that pixel values 51 and 52 are neighbors, the distributions
predicted by the model are meaningful and can be multi-
modal, skewed, peaked or long tailed. Also note that values
0 and 255 often get a much higher probability as they are
more frequent. Another advantage of the discrete distribu-
tion is that we do not worry about parts of the distribution
mass lying outside the interval [0, 255], which is something
that typically happens with continuous distributions.

 0  50  100  150  200  250  0  50  100  150  200  250

 0  50  100  150  200  250  0  50  100  150  200  250

 0                                                                               255

0                                                                            255 0                                                                               255  0                                                                               255

 0                                                                               255

Figure 6. Example softmax activations from the model. The top
left shows the distribution of the first pixel red value (first value
to sample).

5.4. Residual Connections

Another core component of the networks is residual con-
nections. In Table 2 we show the results of having residual
connections, having standard skip connections or having
both, in the 12-layer CIFAR-10 Row LSTM model. We
see that using residual connections is as effective as using
skip connections; using both is also effective and preserves
the advantage.

No skip Skip

No residual: 3.22 3.09
Residual: 3.07 3.06

Table 2. Effect of residual and skip connections in the Row LSTM
network evaluated on the Cifar-10 validation set in bits/dim.

When using both the residual and skip connections, we see
in Table 3 that performance of the Row LSTM improves
with increased depth. This holds for up to the 12 LSTM
layers that we tried.

PixelCNN

Oord, Aaron van den, Nal Kalchbrenner, and Koray Kavukcuoglu. "Pixel recurrent neural networks.”arXiv preprint arXiv:1601.06759 (2016).

p(xi | x<i) = p(xi,R | x<i)p(xi,G | xi,R,x<i)p(xi,B | xi,R, xi,G,x<i)

autoregressive over color channels
R G B

R G B

R G B
Mask A

Mask B

Context

8-bits pixel values (multinoulli distribution)
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autoregressive over color channels
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PixelCNN

Oord, Aaron van den, Nal Kalchbrenner, and Koray Kavukcuoglu. "Pixel recurrent neural networks.” 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1601.06759 (2016).

PixelCNN Row LSTM Diagonal BiLSTMmasked convolution

only depends on pixel 
above and to the left

composing multiple 
layers increases the 

context size
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composing multiple 
layers increases the 
context size

only depends on pixel
above and to the left

masked convolution

Multiple layers of masked convolutions



Topics: CIFAR-10
• Samples from a class-conditioned PixelCNN

Samples from PixelCNNEXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
38

Topics: CIFAR-10
• Samples from a class-conditional PixelCNN

Conditional Image Generation with PixelCNN Decoders 
van den Oord, Kalchbrenner, Vinyals, Espeholt, Graves, Kavukcuoglu, NIPS 2016

African elephant Coral Reef

Sandbar Sorrel horse

Lhasa Apso (dog) Lawn mower

Brown bear Robin (bird)

Figure 3: Class-Conditional samples from the Conditional PixelCNN.

Figure 4: Left: source image. Right: new portraits generated from high-level latent representation.

Figure 5: Linear interpolations in the embedding space decoded by the PixelCNN. Embeddings from
leftmost and rightmost images are used for endpoints of the interpolation.
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Slide  credit: Nal Kalchbrenner 41



Topics: CIFAR-10
• Samples from a class-conditioned PixelCNN

Samples from PixelCNN
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Topics: CIFAR-10
• Samples from a class-conditioned PixelCNN

Samples from PixelCNNEXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Samples from PixelRNN

Samples from Image Model
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Samples from PixelRNN
Samples from Image Model
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Samples from 
PixelRNN

Samples from Image Model
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Video Pixel Net (VPN)
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masked convolution
VPN Samples for Robotic Pushing



Autoregressive Models
• Explicitly model conditional probabilities:

Advantages:
• pmodel(x) is tractable (easy to train and sample)

Disadvantages:
• Generation can be too costly
• Generation can not be controlled 

by a latent code PixelCNN elephants
(van den Ord et al. 2016)

BRIEF ARTICLE

THE AUTHOR

Maximum likelihood

✓⇤ = argmax
✓

Ex⇠pdata log pmodel(x | ✓)

Fully-visible belief net

pmodel(x) = pmodel(x1)
nY

i=2

pmodel(xi | x1, . . . , xi�1)

1

48Slide adapted from Ian Goodfellow

Each conditional can be 
a complicated neural net

Neural Image Model: Pixel RNN
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Variational
Autoencoders
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VAEs



Latent Variable Models 
• Variational Autoencoder (VAE) model [Kingma and Welling, 2014] [Rezende et al., 2014]

50

Latent Variable Models
• The Variational Autoencoder model: 

- Kingma and Welling, Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes, International Conference on Learning 
Representations (ICLR) 2014. 

- Rezende, Mohamed and Wierstra, Stochastic back-propagation and variational inference in deep 
latent Gaussian models. ICML 2014.
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g

Image from: Ward, A. D., Hamarneh, G.: 3D Surface Parameterization Using Manifold Learning for Medial Shape Representation, Conference on Image Processing, Proc. of SPIE Medical Imaging, 2007 19Image credit: Ward and Hamarneh Slide  credit: Aaron Courville

p✓(x) =

Z
p✓(z)p✓(x|z)dz z: latent variable

x: observed data



Latent Variable Models 
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Latent Variable Models

(a) Learned Frey Face manifold (b) Learned MNIST manifold

Figure 4: Visualisations of learned data manifold for generative models with two-dimensional latent
space, learned with AEVB. Since the prior of the latent space is Gaussian, linearly spaced coor-
dinates on the unit square were transformed through the inverse CDF of the Gaussian to produce
values of the latent variables z. For each of these values z, we plotted the corresponding generative
p�(x|z) with the learned parameters �.

(a) 2-D latent space (b) 5-D latent space (c) 10-D latent space (d) 20-D latent space

Figure 5: Random samples from learned generative models of MNIST for different dimensionalities
of latent space.

B Solution of �DKL(q�(z)||p✓(z)), Gaussian case

The variational lower bound (the objective to be maximized) contains a KL term that can often be
integrated analytically. Here we give the solution when both the prior p�(z) = N (0, I) and the
posterior approximation q⇥(z|x(i)) are Gaussian. Let J be the dimensionality of z. Let µ and ⇥
denote the variational mean and s.d. evaluated at datapoint i, and let µj and ⇥j simply denote the
j-th element of these vectors. Then:
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Latent Variable Models
• The Variational Autoencoder model: 

- Kingma and Welling, Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes, International Conference on Learning 
Representations (ICLR) 2014. 

- Rezende, Mohamed and Wierstra, Stochastic back-propagation and variational inference in deep 
latent Gaussian models. ICML 2014.
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• latent variable model:  learn a mapping from some latent variable z to a complicated 
distribution on x. 

• Can we learn to decouple the true explanatory factors underlying the data distribution? 
E.g. separate identity and expression in face images

p(z) = something simple

p(x) =

!
p(x, z) dz where p(x, z) = p(x | z)p(z)

p(x | z) = g(z)

z :

x :

g(z):

22
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• Where does z come from? — The classic DAG problem. 
• The VAE approach: introduce an inference machine                that 

learns to approximate the posterior               . 

• Define a variational lower bound on the data likelihood: 

• What is               ?

Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE)

regularization term reconstruction term

qφ(z | x)
pθ(z | x)

pθ(x) ≥ L(θ,φ, x)

qφ(z | x)

L(�, �, x) = Eq�(z|x) [log p�(x, z) � log q�(z | x)]

= Eq�(z|x) [log p�(x | z) + log p�(z) � log q�(z | x)]

= �DKL (q�(z | x)� p�(z)) + Eq�(z|x) [log p�(x | z)]
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the intractable posterior                   by optimizing the variational lower bound:

• We parameterize                   with another neural network: 
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VAE Inference model
• The VAE approach: introduce an inference model                 that learns to 

approximates the intractable posterior                by optimizing the variational 
lower bound:  

• We parameterize                with another neural network:

qφ(z | x)
pθ(z | x)

qφ(z | x)

L(θ,φ, x) = −DKL (qφ(z | x)∥ pθ(z)) + Eqφ(z|x) [log pθ(x | z)]

z :

x :

f(x):

qφ(z | x) = q(z; f(x,φ))

z :

x :

g(z):

pθ(x | z) = p(x; g(z, θ))

24
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VAE Inference model
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Reparametrization trick
• Adding a few details + one really important trick 
• Let’s consider z to be real and 
• Parametrize z as                                            where 
• (optional) Parametrize x as                                           where

x :

f(z):

qφ(z | x) = N (z;µz(x),σz(x))

{ {µz(x) σz(x) z :

g(z):

σx(z) {

µx(z) {

z = µz(x) + σz(x)ϵz ϵz = N (0, 1)

ϵx = N (0, 1)x = µx(z) + σx(z)ϵx

25
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Figure 4: A training-time variational autoencoder implemented as a feed-
forward neural network, where P(X|z) is Gaussian. Left is without the
“reparameterization trick”, and right is with it. Red shows sampling opera-
tions that are non-differentiable. Blue shows loss layers. The feedforward
behavior of these networks is identical, but backpropagation can be applied
only to the right network.

want to optimize is:

EX⇠D [log P(X)�D [Q(z|X)kP(z|X)]] =
EX⇠D [Ez⇠Q [log P(X|z)]�D [Q(z|X)kP(z)]] .

(8)
If we take the gradient of this equation, the gradient symbol can be moved
into the expectations. Therefore, we can sample a single value of X and a
single value of z from the distribution Q(z|X), and compute the gradient of:

log P(X|z)�D [Q(z|X)kP(z)] . (9)

We can then average the gradient of this function over arbitrarily many
samples of X and z, and the result converges to the gradient of Equation 8.

There is, however, a significant problem with Equation 9. Ez⇠Q [log P(X|z)]
depends not just on the parameters of P, but also on the parameters of Q.
However, in Equation 9, this dependency has disappeared! In order to make
VAEs work, it’s essential to drive Q to produce codes for X that P can reliably
decode. To see the problem a different way, the network described in Equa-
tion 9 is much like the network shown in Figure 4 (left). The forward pass of
this network works fine and, if the output is averaged over many samples
of X and z, produces the correct expected value. However, we need to

10

Reparametrization trick

Image credit: Carl Doersch
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Training with backpropagation
• Due to a reparametrization trick, we can simultaneously train both the generative 

model                   and the inference model by optimizing the variational
bound using gradient backpropagation. 
• Objective function: 

58Slide  credit: Aaron Courville
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Vanilla VAE samples
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vanilla VAE samples
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Impressive … 
 … at the time
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Learning To Generate 3D Models

60

(Dosovitskiyet al., 2015)

• 4 convolutional neural nets
− one for foreground and the other 

for background for both recognition 
and generation networks

Figure 4. Several representative chair images used for training the
network.

fixed distance to the chair. We found that the dataset in-
cludes many near-duplicate models, models differing only
by color, or low-quality models. After removing these we
ended up with a reduced dataset of 809 models, which we
used in our experiments. We cropped the renders to have
a small border around the chair and resized to a common
size of 128 ⇥ 128 pixels, padding with white where neces-
sary to keep the aspect ratio. Example images are shown in
Figure 4. For training the network we also used segmenta-
tion masks of all training examples, which we produced by
subtracting the monotonous white background.

3.4. Training details

For training the networks we built on top of the caffe

CNN implementation [14]. We used stochastic gradient de-
scent with a fixed momentum of 0.9. We first trained with
a learning rate of 0.0002 for 500 passes through the whole
dataset (epochs), and then performed 300 additional epochs
of training, dividing the learning rate by 2 after every 100
epochs. We initialized the weights of the network with or-
thogonal matrices, as recommended by Saxe et al. [27].

When training the 128 ⇥ 128 network from scratch, we
observed that its initial energy value never starts decreasing.
Since we expect the high-level representation of the 64⇥64
and 128 ⇥ 128 networks to be very similar, we mitigated
this problem by initializing the weights of the 128 ⇥ 128
network with the weights of the trained 64 ⇥ 64 network,
except for the two last layers.

We used the 128⇥128 network in all experiments except
for the viewpoint interpolation experiments in section 5.1.
In those we used the 64⇥64 network to reduce computation
time.

4. Analysis of the network
Neural networks are known to largely remain ’black

boxes’ whose function is hard to understand. In this sec-
tion we provide an analysis of our trained generative net-
work with the aim to obtain some intuition about its internal
working. We only present the most interesting results here;
more can be found in the supplementary material.

4.1. Network capacity

The first observation is that the network successfully
models the variation in the data. Figure 5 shows results

Figure 5. Generation of chair images while activating various
transformations. Each row shows one transformation: translation,
rotation, zoom, stretch, saturation, brightness, color. The middle
column shows the reconstruction without any transformation.

where the network was forced to generate chairs that are sig-
nificantly transformed relative to the original images. Each
row shows a different type of transformation. Images in the
central column are non-transformed. Even in the presence
of large transformations, the quality of the generated images
is basically as good as without transformation. The image
quality typically degrades a little in case of unusual chair
shapes (such as rotating office chairs) and chairs including
fine details such as armrests (see e.g. one of the armrests in
row 7 in Figure 5) or thin elements in the back of the chair
(row 3 in Figure 5).

An interesting observation is that the network easily
deals with extreme color-related transformations, but has
some problems representing large spatial changes, espe-
cially translations. Our explanation is that the architecture
we use does not have means to efficiently model, say, trans-
lations: since transformation parameters only affect fully
connected layers, the network needs to learn a separate
’template’ for each position. A more complex architecture,
which would allow transformation parameters to explicitly
affect the feature maps of convolutional layers (by translat-
ing, rotating, zooming them) might further improve genera-
tion quality.

We did not extensively experiment with different net-
work configurations. However, small variations in the net-
work’s depth and width did not seem to have significant ef-
fect on the performance. It is still likely that parameters
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Generation of chair images 
while activating various 
transformations. Each row 
shows one transformation: 
translation, rotation, zoom, 
stretch, saturation, brightness, 
color. The middle column 
shows the reconstruction 
without any transformation. 



Attribute-driven Image Generation
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(Yan et al., 2016)

16 Xinchen Yan, Jimei Yang, Kihyuk Sohn and Honglak Lee
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Fig. 7. Network Architecture for disentangling CVAE

The foreground encoder network consists of 5 convolution layers, followed
by 2 fully-connected layers (convolution layers have 64, 128, 256, 256 and 1024
channels with filter size of 5⇥ 5, 5⇥ 5, 3⇥ 3, 3⇥ 3 and 4⇥ 4, respectively; the
two fully-connected layers have 1024 and 192 neurons). The attribute stream is
merged with image stream at the end of the recognition network. The foreground
decoder network consists of 2 fully-connected layers, followed by 5 convolution
layers with 2-by-2 upsampling (fully-connected layers have 256 and 8⇥ 8⇥ 256
neurons; the convolution layers have 256, 256, 128, 64 and 3 channels with filter
size of 3⇥ 3, 5⇥ 5, 5⇥ 5, 5⇥ 5 and 5⇥ 5. The foreground prediction stream and
gating prediction stream are separated at the last convolution layer.

We adopt the same encoder/decoder architecture for background networks
but with fewer number of channels. For better modeling on the background latent
variable zB , we introduce attribute y and foreground latent variable zF into the
background encoder network, which also agrees with the assumption made in the
derivation (q�(zB |zF , xF , g, x, y)). Here, the connection from foreground latent
variable zF to background latent variable zB only exists in the recognition model.

Note that encoder networks are only used during the training stage. Once
trained, we can generate images using decoder networks only.

C Quantitative Analysis: Attribute Similarity, Labeled

Faces in the Wild

In order to measure the performance quantitatively in the attribute space, we
propose to evaluate whether the generated samples exactly capture the condi-
tion (attributes). Therefore, we trained a separate convolutional neural network
from scratch as attribute regressor using image-attribute pairs in the training
set. The attribute regressor shares almost the same architecture with the auxil-
iary recognition model used in generative training. As a reference, the attribute
regressor achieves 14.51 mean squared error (MSE) and 0.98 cosine similarity on
the test set.

10 Xinchen Yan, Jimei Yang, Kihyuk Sohn and Honglak Lee

Male, No eyewear, Frowning, 
Receding hairline, Bushy eyebrow, 
Eyes open, Pointy nose, Teeth not 
visible, Rosy cheeks, Flushed face

Attributes

Nearest 
Neighbor 

Vanilla 
CVAE

disCVAE
(foreground)

disCVAE
(full)

Reference

Fig. 3. Attribute-conditioned image generation.

conditioned image generation. For each attribute description from testing set,
we generated 5 samples by the proposed generation process: x ⇠ p✓(x|y, z),
where z is sampled from isotropic Gaussian distribution. For vanilla CVAE, x is
the only output of the generation. In comparison, for disCVAE, the foreground
image xF can be considered a by-product of the layered generation process.
For evaluation, we visualized the samples generated from the model in Figure 3
and compared them with the corresponding image in the testing set, which we
name as “reference” image. To demonstrate that model did not exploit the trivial
solution of attribute-conditioned generation by memorizing the training data, we
added a simple baseline as experimental comparison. Basically, for each given
attribute description in the testing set, we conducted the nearest neighbor search
in the training set. We used the mean squared error as the distance metric for
the nearest neighbor search (in the attribute space). For more visual results and
code, please refer to the project website: https://sites.google.com/site/
attribute2image/.

Attribute-conditioned face image generation. As we can see in Figure 3, face im-
ages generated by the proposed models look realistic and non-trivially di↵erent
from each other, especially for view-point and background color. Moreover, it
is clear that images generated by disCVAE have clear boundaries against the
background. In comparison, the boundary regions between the hair area and
background are quite blurry for samples generated by vanilla CVAE. This ob-
servation suggests the limitation of vanilla CVAE in modeling hair pattern for
face images. This also justifies the significance of layered modeling and latent

• 4 convolutional neural nets
− one for foreground and the other 

for background for both recognition 
and generation networks
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(Xue et al., 2016)

!Difference 
image

Pyramid of  
the current frame

Feature maps

(e) Motion 
decoder(c) Image encoder

Difference
image

(d) Cross convolution

(a) Motion encoder

…

(b) Kernel decoder

… …

Upsample

Figure 3: Our network consists of five components: (a) a motion encoder, (b) a kernel decoder, (c) an
image encoder, (d) a cross convolution layer, and (e) a motion decoder. Our image encoder takes
images at four scales as input. For simplicity, we only show two scales in this figure.

layer) and the corresponding kernel characterizes the motion of that layer. In other words, we model
motions as convolutional kernels, which are applied to feature maps of images at multiple scales.

Unlike a traditional convolutional network, these kernels should not be identical for all inputs, as
different images typically have different motions (kernels). We therefore propose a cross convolutional
layer to tackle this problem. The cross convolutional layer does not learn the weights of the kernels
itself. Instead, it takes both kernel weights and feature maps as input and performs convolution during
a forward pass; for back propagation, it computes the gradients of both convolutional kernels and
feature maps. Concurrent works from Finn et al. [2016], Brabandere et al. [2016] also explored
similar ideas. While they applied the learned kernels on input images, we jointly learn feature maps
and kernels without direct supervision.

4.2 Network Structure
As shown in Figure 3, our network consists of five components: (a) a motion encoder, (b) a kernel
decoder, (c) an image encoder, (d) a cross convolutional layer, and (e) a motion decoder. The
recognition functions gmean and gvar are defined by the motion encoder, whereas the generative
function fmean is defined by the remaining network.

During training, our variational motion encoder (Figure 3(a)) takes two adjacent frames in time
as input, both at a resolution of 128 ⇥ 128, and outputs a 3,200-dimensional mean vector and a
3,200-dimensional variance vector. The network samples the latent motion representation z using
these mean and variance vectors. Next, the kernel decoder (Figure 3(b)) sends the 3,200 = 128⇥5⇥5
tensor into two additional convolutional layers, producing four sets of 32 motion kernels of size
5⇥ 5. Our image encoder (Figure 3(c)) operates on four different scaled versions of the input image
I (256⇥ 256, 128⇥ 128, 64⇥ 64, and 32⇥ 32). The output sizes of the feature maps in these four
channels are 32⇥ 64⇥ 64, 32⇥ 32⇥ 32, 32⇥ 16⇥ 16, and 32⇥ 8⇥ 8, respectively. This multi-scale
convolutional network allows us to model both global and local structures in the image, which may
have different motions. See appendix for more details.

The core of our network is a cross convolutional layer (Figure 3(d)) which, as discussed in Section 4.1,
applies the kernels learned by the kernel decoder to the feature maps learned by the image encoder,
respectively. The output size of the cross convolutional layer is identical to that of the image encoder.
Finally, our motion decoder (Figure 3(e)) uses the output of the cross convolutional layer to regress
the output difference image.

Training and testing details During training, the image encoder takes a single frame I(i) as input,
and the motion encoder takes both I(i) and the difference image v(i) = J (i) � I(i) as input, where
J (i) is the next frame. The network aims to regress the difference image that minimizes the `2 loss.

During testing, the image encoder still sees a single image I; however, instead of using a motion
encoder, we directly sample motion vectors z(j) from the prior distribution pz(z). In practice, we use
an empirical distribution of z over all training samples as an approximation to the prior, as we find it
produces better synthesis results. The network synthesizes possible difference images v(j) by taking
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 2
(ground truth)

(c) Frame 2
(Sample 1)

(d) Frame 2
(Sample 2)

Labeled real (%)

Method Resolution
32⇥32 64⇥64

Flow 29.7 21.0
Ours 41.2 35.7

Figure 6: Left: Sampling results on the Sprites dataset. Motion is illustrated using the overlay
described in Figure 4. Right: Probability that a synthesized result is labeled as real by humans in
Mechanical Turk behavioral experiments

(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 2
(ground truth)

(c) Frame 2
(Sample 1)

(d) Frame 2
(Sample 2)

Labeled real (%)

Method Resolution
32⇥32 64⇥64

Flow 31.3 25.5
Ours 36.7 31.3

Figure 7: Results on Exercise dataset. Left: Sampling results on Exercise dataset. Motion is illustrated
using the overlay described in Figure 4. Right: probability that a synthesized result is labeled as real
by humans in Mechanical Turk behavior experiments
Movement of video game sprites We evaluate our framework on a video game sprites dataset§,
also used by Reed et al. [2015]. The dataset consists of 672 unique characters, and for each character
there are 5 animations (spellcast, thrust, walk, slash, shoot) from 4 different viewpoints. Each
animation ranges from 6 to 13 frames. We collect 102,364 pairs of neighboring frames for training,
and 3,140 pairs for testing. The same character does not appear in both the training and test sets.
Synthesized sample frames are shown in Figure 6. The results show that from a single input frame,
our method can capture various possible motions that are consistent with those in the training set.

For a quantitative evaluation, we conduct behavioral experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We
randomly select 200 images, sample possible next frames using our algorithm, and show them to
multiple human subjects as an animation side by side with the ground truth animation. We then ask
the subject to choose which animation is real (not synthesized). An ideal algorithm should achieve a
success rate of 50%. In our experiments, we present the animation in both the original resolution
(64⇥ 64) and a lower resolution (32⇥ 32). We only evaluate on subjects that have a past approval
rating of > 95% and also pass our qualification tests. Figure 6 shows that our algorithm significantly
out-performs a baseline algorithm that warps an input image by transferring a randomly selected flow
field from the training set. Subjects are more easily fooled by the 32⇥ 32 pixel images, as it is harder
to hallucinate realistic details in high-resolution images.
Movement in real videos captured in the wild To demonstrate that our algorithm can also handle
real videos, we collect 20 workout videos from YouTube, each about 30 to 60 minutes long. We first
apply motion stabilization to the training data as a pre-processing step to remove camera motion.
We then extract 56,838 pairs of frames for training and 6,243 pairs for testing. The training and
testing pairs come from different video sequences. Figure 7 shows that our framework works well in
predicting the movement of the legs and torso. Additionally, Mechanical Turk behavioral experiments
show that the synthesized frames are visually realistic.
Zero-shot visual analogy-making Recently, Reed et al. [2015] studied the problem of inferring the
relationship between a pair of reference images and synthesizing a new analogy-image by applying
the inferred relationship to a test image. Our network is also able to preform this task, without
even requiring supervision. Specifically, we extract the motion vector, z, from two reference frames
using our motion encoder (Figure 3(a)). We then use the extracted motion vector z to synthesize an
analogy-image given a new test image.

Our network successfully transfers the motion in reference pairs to a test image. For example, in
Figure 8(a), it learns that the character leans toward to the right, and in Figure 8(b) it learns that
the girl spreads her feet apart. A quantitative evaluation is also shown in Figure 9. Even without

§Liberated pixel cup: http://lpc.opengameart.org
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(a) Input Image (c) Output Image Samples(b) Probabilistic Model

Conditional Distribution
of Future Frame

Figure 1: Predicting the movement of an object from a single snapshot is often ambiguous. For
instance, is the girl’s leg in (a) moving up or down? We propose a probabilistic, content-aware motion
prediction model (b) that learns the conditional distribution of future frames. Using this model we
are able to synthesize various future frames (c) that are all consistent with the observed input (a).

The argument z is a sample from a simple distribution, e.g. Gaussian, which introduces
randomness into the sampling of J . This formulation makes the problem of learning the
distribution much more tractable than explicitly modeling the distribution.

• We model motion using a set of image-dependent convolution kernels operating over an
image pyramid. Unlike normal convolutional layers, these kernels vary between images,
as different images may have different motions. Our proposed cross convolutional layer
convolves image-dependent kernels with feature maps from an observed frame, to synthesize
a probable future frame.

We test the proposed model on two synthetic datasets as well as a dataset generated from real videos.
We show that, given an RGB input image, the algorithm can successfully model a distribution of
possible future frames, and generate different samples that cover a variety of realistic motions. In
addition, we demonstrate that our model can be easily applied to tasks such as visual analogy-making,
and present an analysis of the learned network representations.

2 Related Work
Motion priors Research studying the human visual system and motion priors provides evidence
for low-level statistics of object motion. Pioneering work by Weiss and Adelson [1998] found that
the human visual system prefers slow and smooth motion fields. More recent work by Roth and
Black [2005] analyzed the response of spatial filters applied to optical flow fields. Fleet et al. [2000]
also found that a local motion field can be represented by a linear combination of a small number
of bases. All these works focus on the distribution of a motion field itself without considering any
image information. On the contrary, our context-aware model captures the relationship between an
observed image and its motion field.
Motion or future prediction Our problem is closely related to the motion or feature prediction
problem. Given an observed image or a short video sequence, models have been proposed to predict
a future motion field [Liu et al., 2011, Pintea et al., 2014, Xue et al., 2014, Walker et al., 2015, 2016],
a future trajectory of objects [Walker et al., 2014, Wu et al., 2015], or a future visual representa-
tion [Vondrick et al., 2016b]. Most of these works use deterministic prediction models [Pintea et al.,
2014, Vondrick et al., 2016b]. Recently, and concurrently with our own work, Walker et al. [2016]
found that there is an intrinsic ambiguity in deterministic prediction, and propose a probabilistic
prediction framework. Our model is also a probabilistic prediction model, but it directly predicts the
pixel values, rather than motion fields or image features.
Parametric image synthesis Early work in parametric image synthesis mostly focus on texture
synthesis using hand-crafted features [Portilla and Simoncelli, 2000]. More recently, works in
image synthesis have begun to produce impressive results by training variants of neural network
structures to produce novel images [Gregor et al., 2015, Xie et al., 2016a,b, Zhou et al., 2016].
Generative adversarial networks [Goodfellow et al., 2014, Denton et al., 2015, Radford et al., 2016]
and variational autoencoders [Kingma and Welling, 2014, Yan et al., 2016] have been used to model
and sample from natural image distributions. Our proposed algorithm is also based on the variational
autoencoder, but unlike in this previous work, we also model temporal consistency.
Video synthesis Techniques that exploit the periodic structure of motion in videos have also been
successful at generating novel frames from an input sequence. Early work in video textures pro-
posed to shuffle frames from an existing video to generate a temporally consistent, looping image
sequence [Schödl et al., 2000]. These ideas were later extended to generate cinemagraphies [Joshi
et al., 2012], seamlessly looping videos containing a variety of objects with different motion pat-
terns [Agarwala et al., 2005, Liao et al., 2013], or video inpainting [Wexler et al., 2004]. While
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• Conditional VAE
• 5 components
− motion encoder
− kernel decoder
− image encoder
− cross convolution layer
− a motion decoder. 



Recap: VAEs
•Maximizes a variational lower bound on log-likelihood of
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Disadvantages:
• Not asymptotically consistent unless 
q is perfect

• Tends to produce blurry samples
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Q: What are some recent and 
potentially upcoming 
breakthroughs in deep learning?

A: The most important one, in 
my opinion, is adversarial training 
(also called GAN for Generative 
Adversarial Networks) … This, and 
the variations that are now being 
proposed is the most interesting 
idea in the last 10 years in ML, 
in my opinion.

Quora Session with Yann LeCun
July 29, 2016

Why study Generative Adversarial Networks?
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Source: https://deephunt.in/the-gan-zoo-79597dc8c347

https://deephunt.in/the-gan-zoo-79597dc8c347


Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

• A game-theoretic 
likelihood free model

Advantages:
• Uses a latent code
• No Markov chains 

needed
• Produces the best 

samples
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Noise 
(random input)

! ~ Uniform*++

Generative
Model

(Goodfellow et al., 2014)

think of this as 
a transformation 



Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

• A game between a generator              and a discriminator 
§Generator tries to fool discriminator (i.e. generate realistic samples)
§Discriminator tries to distinguish fake from real samples

Noise

D!

{x1, . . . ,xn} ⇠ pdata

G✓(z) D!(x)

Generator 

z
G✓

xfake

Discriminator fake

real

(Goodfellow et al., 2014)
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Intuition behind GANs
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GAN Training: Minimax Game
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min
✓

max
!

Ex⇠pdata [logD!(x)] + Ez⇠pz [log (1�D!(G✓(z)))]

Real data Noise vector used to 
generate data

(Goodfellow 2016)

Minimax Game

-Equilibrium is a saddle point of the discriminator loss 
-Resembles Jensen-Shannon divergence 
-Generator minimizes the log-probability of the discriminator 
being correct
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-Equilibrium no longer describable with a single loss 
-Generator maximizes the log-probability of the discriminator 
being mistaken 
-Heuristically motivated; generator can still learn even when 
discriminator successfully rejects all generator samples

(Goodfellow et al., 2014)

Cross-entropy 
loss for binary 
classification

Generator maximizes the log-probability 
of the discriminator being mistaken 

• Equilibrium of the game
• Minimizes the Jensen-Shannon divergence
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-Equilibrium no longer describable with a single loss 
-Generator maximizes the log-probability of the discriminator 
being mistaken 
-Heuristically motivated; generator can still learn even when 
discriminator successfully rejects all generator samples

(Goodfellow et al., 2014)

Cross-entropy 
loss for binary 
classification

Generator maximizes the log-probability 
of the discriminator being mistaken 

• Equilibrium of the game
• Minimizes the Jensen-Shannon divergence

Important question is 
“Does this converge??”
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Source: Alec Radford

Generating 1D points

(Goodfellow et al., 2014)

Generating images

Source: OpenAI blog



Training Procedure

Use • SGD on two minibatches simultaneously:
A § minibatch of training examples 

A § minibatch of generated samples 
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(Goodfellow et al., 2014)

. . .

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Generative adversarial nets are trained by simultaneously updating the discriminative distribution
(D, blue, dashed line) so that it discriminates between samples from the data generating distribution (black,
dotted line) px from those of the generative distribution pg (G) (green, solid line). The lower horizontal line is
the domain from which z is sampled, in this case uniformly. The horizontal line above is part of the domain
of x. The upward arrows show how the mapping x = G(z) imposes the non-uniform distribution pg on
transformed samples. G contracts in regions of high density and expands in regions of low density of pg . (a)
Consider an adversarial pair near convergence: pg is similar to pdata and D is a partially accurate classifier.
(b) In the inner loop of the algorithm D is trained to discriminate samples from data, converging to D⇤(x) =

pdata(x)
pdata(x)+pg(x) . (c) After an update to G, gradient of D has guided G(z) to flow to regions that are more likely
to be classified as data. (d) After several steps of training, if G and D have enough capacity, they will reach a
point at which both cannot improve because pg = pdata. The discriminator is unable to differentiate between
the two distributions, i.e. D(x) = 1

2 .

Algorithm 1 Minibatch stochastic gradient descent training of generative adversarial nets. The number of
steps to apply to the discriminator, k, is a hyperparameter. We used k = 1, the least expensive option, in our
experiments.

for number of training iterations do

for k steps do

• Sample minibatch of m noise samples {z(1), . . . , z(m)} from noise prior pg(z).
• Sample minibatch of m examples {x(1), . . . ,x(m)} from data generating distribution
pdata(x).
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transformed samples. G contracts in regions of high density and expands in regions of low density of pg . (a)
Consider an adversarial pair near convergence: pg is similar to pdata and D is a partially accurate classifier.
(b) In the inner loop of the algorithm D is trained to discriminate samples from data, converging to D⇤(x) =

pdata(x)
pdata(x)+pg(x) . (c) After an update to G, gradient of D has guided G(z) to flow to regions that are more likely
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Figure 2: Visualization of samples from the model. Rightmost column shows the nearest training example of
the neighboring sample, in order to demonstrate that the model has not memorized the training set. Samples
are fair random draws, not cherry-picked. Unlike most other visualizations of deep generative models, these
images show actual samples from the model distributions, not conditional means given samples of hidden units.
Moreover, these samples are uncorrelated because the sampling process does not depend on Markov chain
mixing. a) MNIST b) TFD c) CIFAR-10 (fully connected model) d) CIFAR-10 (convolutional discriminator
and “deconvolutional” generator)

Figure 3: Digits obtained by linearly interpolating between coordinates in z space of the full model.

1. A conditional generative model p(x | c) can be obtained by adding c as input to both G and D.
2. Learned approximate inference can be performed by training an auxiliary network to predict z

given x. This is similar to the inference net trained by the wake-sleep algorithm [15] but with
the advantage that the inference net may be trained for a fixed generator net after the generator
net has finished training.

3. One can approximately model all conditionals p(xS | x 6S) where S is a subset of the indices
of x by training a family of conditional models that share parameters. Essentially, one can use
adversarial nets to implement a stochastic extension of the deterministic MP-DBM [10].

4. Semi-supervised learning: features from the discriminator or inference net could improve perfor-
mance of classifiers when limited labeled data is available.

5. Efficiency improvements: training could be accelerated greatly by devising better methods for
coordinating G and D or determining better distributions to sample z from during training.

This paper has demonstrated the viability of the adversarial modeling framework, suggesting that
these research directions could prove useful.
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Laplacian GANs (LAPGAN) 
• Idea: Combine GAN with a multi-scale image representation 

(Laplacian pyramid) 
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(Denton et al., 2015)
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Figure 2: The training procedure for our LAPGAN model. Starting with a 64x64 input image I from our
training set (top left): (i) we take I0 = I and blur and downsample it by a factor of two (red arrow) to produce
I1; (ii) we upsample I1 by a factor of two (green arrow), giving a low-pass version l0 of I0; (iii) with equal
probability we use l0 to create either a real or a generated example for the discriminative model D0. In the real
case (blue arrows), we compute high-pass h0 = I0 � l0 which is input to D0 that computes the probability of
it being real vs generated. In the generated case (magenta arrows), the generative network G0 receives as input
a random noise vector z0 and l0. It outputs a generated high-pass image h̃0 = G0(z0, l0), which is input to
D0. In both the real/generated cases, D0 also receives l0 (orange arrow). Optimizing Eqn. 2, G0 thus learns
to generate realistic high-frequency structure h̃0 consistent with the low-pass image l0. The same procedure is
repeated at scales 1 and 2, using I1 and I2. Note that the models at each level are trained independently. At
level 3, I3 is an 8⇥8 image, simple enough to be modeled directly with a standard GANs G3 & D3.

we make a stochastic choice (with equal probability) to either (i) construct the coefficients hk either
using the standard procedure from Eqn. 3, or (ii) generate them using Gk:

h̃k = Gk(zk, u(Ik+1)) (6)

Note that Gk is a convnet which uses a coarse scale version of the image lk = u(Ik+1) as an input,
as well as noise vector zk. Dk takes as input hk or h̃k, along with the low-pass image lk (which is
explicitly added to hk or h̃k before the first convolution layer), and predicts if the image was real or
generated. At the final scale of the pyramid, the low frequency residual is sufficiently small that it
can be directly modeled with a standard GAN: h̃K = GK(zK) and DK only has hK or h̃K as input.
The framework is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Breaking the generation into successive refinements is the key idea in this work. Note that we give
up any “global” notion of fidelity; we never make any attempt to train a network to discriminate
between the output of a cascade and a real image and instead focus on making each step plausible.
Furthermore, the independent training of each pyramid level has the advantage that it is far more
difficult for the model to memorize training examples – a hazard when high capacity deep networks
are used.

As described, our model is trained in an unsupervised manner. However, we also explore variants
that utilize class labels. This is done by add a 1-hot vector c, indicating class identity, as another
conditioning variable for Gk and Dk.

3 Model Architecture & Training

We apply our approach to three datasets: (i) CIFAR10 – 32⇥32 pixel color images of 10 different
classes, 100k training samples with tight crops of objects; (ii) STL – 96⇥96 pixel color images of
10 different classes, 100k training samples (we use the unlabeled portion of data); and (iii) LSUN

[30] – ⇠10M images of 10 different natural scene types, downsampled to 64⇥64 pixels.

For each dataset, we explored a variety of architectures for {Gk, Dk}. We now detail the best
performing models, selected using a combination of log-likelihood and visual appearance of the
samples. Complete Torch specification files for all models are provided in supplementary material
[4]. For all models, the noise vector zk is drawn from a uniform [-1,1] distribution.

4



LAPGAN for LSUN Towers
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(Denton et al., 2015)

Figure 5: 64 ⇥ 64 samples from three different LSUN LAPGAN models (top: tower, middle: bed-
room, bottom: church front). The first column shows the 4⇥ 4 validation set image used to start the
generation process, with subsequent columns showing different draws from the model.
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64×64 pixels 
~700K images



LAPGAN for LSUN Bedrooms
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Figure 5: 64 ⇥ 64 samples from three different LSUN LAPGAN models (top: tower, middle: bed-
room, bottom: church front). The first column shows the 4⇥ 4 validation set image used to start the
generation process, with subsequent columns showing different draws from the model.
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64×64 pixels 
~3M images (Denton et al., 2015)



Deep Convolutional GANs (DCGAN)
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No fully connected layers•
Batch • Normalization
(Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015)

Leaky Rectifier in • D

Use Adam • (Kingma and Ba, 2015)

Tweak Adam • hyperparameters a bit 
(lr=0.0002, b1=0.5)

• Idea: Tricks to make GAN training more stable
(Radford et al., 2015)
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Walking 
over the 
latent space
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(Radford et al., 2015)

• Interpolation 
suggests 
non-overfitting 
behavior



Walking over the latent space
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Vanilla GAN
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(Goodfellow et al., 2014)

DCGAN (Radford et al., 2015)



Conditional GAN

• Add conditional variables y into G and D

89

(Mirza and Osindero, 2014)

In the generator the prior input noise pz(z), and y are combined in joint hidden representation, and
the adversarial training framework allows for considerable flexibility in how this hidden representa-
tion is composed. 1

In the discriminator x and y are presented as inputs and to a discriminative function (embodied
again by a MLP in this case).

The objective function of a two-player minimax game would be as Eq 2

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex⇠pdata(x)[logD(x|y)] + Ez⇠pz(z)[log(1�D(G(z|y)))]. (2)

Fig 1 illustrates the structure of a simple conditional adversarial net.

Figure 1: Conditional adversarial net

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Unimodal

We trained a conditional adversarial net on MNIST images conditioned on their class labels, encoded
as one-hot vectors.

In the generator net, a noise prior z with dimensionality 100 was drawn from a uniform distribution
within the unit hypercube. Both z and y are mapped to hidden layers with Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLu) activation [4, 11], with layer sizes 200 and 1000 respectively, before both being mapped to
second, combined hidden ReLu layer of dimensionality 1200. We then have a final sigmoid unit
layer as our output for generating the 784-dimensional MNIST samples.

1For now we simply have the conditioning input and prior noise as inputs to a single hidden layer of a MLP,
but one could imagine using higher order interactions allowing for complex generation mechanisms that would
be extremely difficult to work with in a traditional generative framework.

3

Conditional GAN 
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Auxiliary Classifier GAN
• Every generated sample has a corresponding 

class label

•D is trained to maximize LS + LC
•G is trained to maximize LC − LS

Learns • a representation for z that is independent 
of class label 

90

(Odena et al., 2016)

LS = E[logP (S = real | Xreal)] + E[logP (S = fake | Xfake)]S | real | fake

LC = E[logP (C = c | Xreal)] + E[logP (C = c | Xfake)]



Auxiliary Classifier GAN
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(Odena et al., 2016)Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2017

monarch butterfly goldfinch daisy grey whaleredshank

Figure 1: 128⇥128 resolution samples from 5 classes taken from an AC-GAN trained on the ImageNet dataset.
Note that the classes shown have been selected to highlight the success of the model and are not representative.
Samples from all ImageNet classes are in the Appendix.

In this work we demonstrate that that adding more structure to the GAN latent space along with
a specialized cost function results in higher quality samples. We exhibit 128 ⇥ 128 pixel samples
from all classes of the ImageNet dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015) with increased global coherence
(Figure 1). Importantly, we demonstrate quantitatively that our high resolution samples are not just
naive resizings of low resolution samples. In particular, downsampling our 128 ⇥ 128 samples
to 32 ⇥ 32 leads to a 50% decrease in visual discriminability. We also introduce a new metric
for assessing the variability across image samples and employ this metric to demonstrate that our
synthesized images exhibit diversity comparable to training data for a large fraction (84.7%) of
ImageNet classes.

2 BACKGROUND

A generative adversarial network (GAN) consists of two neural networks trained in opposition to
one another. The generator G takes as input a random noise vector z and outputs an image Xfake =
G(z). The discriminator D receives as input either a training image or a synthesized image from
the generator and outputs a probability distribution P (S |X) = D(X) over possible image sources.
The discriminator is trained to maximize the log-likelihood it assigns to the correct source:

L = E[logP (S = real | Xreal)] + E[logP (S = fake | Xfake)]

The generator is trained to minimize that same quantity.

The basic GAN framework can be augmented using side information. One strategy is to supply
both the generator and discriminator with class labels in order to produce class conditional samples
(Mirza & Osindero, 2014). Class conditional synthesis can significantly improve the quality of
generated samples (van den Oord et al., 2016b). Richer side information such as image captions and
bounding box localizations may improve sample quality further (Reed et al., 2016a;b).

Instead of feeding side information to the discriminator, one can task the discriminator with re-
constructing side information. This is done by modifying the discriminator to contain an auxiliary
decoder network1 that outputs the class label for the training data (Odena, 2016; Salimans et al.,
2016) or a subset of the latent variables from which the samples are generated (Chen et al., 2016).
Forcing a model to perform additional tasks is known to improve performance on the original task
(e.g. Sutskever et al. (2014); Szegedy et al. (2014); Ramsundar et al. (2016)). In addition, an auxil-
iary decoder could leverage pre-trained discriminators (e.g. image classifiers) for further improving
the synthesized images (Nguyen et al., 2016). Motivated by these considerations, we introduce a
model that combines both strategies for leveraging side information. That is, the model proposed
below is class conditional, but with an auxiliary decoder that is tasked with reconstructing class
labels.

2

128×128 resolution samples from 5 classes taken from an AC-GAN trained on the ImageNet



Bidirectional GAN
Jointly • learns a generator network and an 
inference network using an adversarial process.
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(Donahue et al., 2016; Dumoulin et al., 2016)

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2017
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Figure 1: The adversarially learned inference (ALI) game.

2015; Lamb et al., 2016; Dosovitskiy & Brox, 2016). While this is certainly a promising research
direction, VAE-GAN hybrids tend to manifest a compromise of the strengths and weaknesses of both
approaches.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to integrate efficient inference within the GAN framework.
Our approach, called Adversarially Learned Inference (ALI), casts the learning of both an inference
machine (or encoder) and a deep directed generative model (or decoder) in an GAN-like adversarial
framework. A discriminator is trained to discriminate joint samples of the data and the corresponding
latent variable from the encoder (or approximate posterior) from joint samples from the decoder while
in opposition, the encoder and the decoder are trained together to fool the discriminator. Not only are
we asking the discriminator to distinguish synthetic samples from real data, but we are requiring it to
distinguish between two joint distributions over the data space and the latent variables.

With experiments on the Street View House Numbers (SVHN) dataset (Netzer et al., 2011), the
CIFAR-10 object recognition dataset (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009), the CelebA face dataset (Liu
et al., 2015) and a downsampled version of the ImageNet dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015), we show
qualitatively that we maintain the high sample fidelity associated with the GAN framework, while
gaining the ability to perform efficient inference. We show that the learned representation is useful
for auxiliary tasks by achieving results competitive with the state-of-the-art on the semi-supervised
SVHN and CIFAR10 tasks.

2 ADVERSARIALLY LEARNED INFERENCE

Consider the two following probability distributions over x and z:

• the encoder joint distribution q(x, z) = q(x)q(z | x),
• the decoder joint distribution p(x, z) = p(z)p(x | z).

These two distributions have marginals that are known to us: the encoder marginal q(x) is the
empirical data distribution and the decoder marginal p(z) is usually defined to be a simple, factorized
distribution, such as the standard Normal distribution p(z) = N (0, I). As such, the generative
process between q(x, z) and p(x, z) is reversed.

ALI’s objective is to match the two joint distributions. If this is achieved, then we are ensured that all
marginals match and all conditional distributions also match. In particular, we are assured that the
conditional q(z | x) matches the posterior p(z | x).
In order to match the joint distributions, an adversarial game is played. Joint pairs (x, z) are drawn
either from q(x, z) or p(x, z), and a discriminator network learns to discriminate between the two,
while the encoder and decoder networks are trained to fool the discriminator.

The value function describing the game is given by:
min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Eq(x)[log(D(x, Gz(x)))] + Ep(z)[log(1�D(Gx(z), z))]

=

ZZ
q(x)q(z | x) log(D(x, z))dxdz

+

ZZ
p(z)p(x | z) log(1�D(x, z))dxdz.

(1)

2

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2017

(a) SVHN samples. (b) SVHN reconstructions.

Figure 2: Samples and reconstructions on the SVHN dataset. For the reconstructions, odd columns
are original samples from the validation set and even columns are corresponding reconstructions (e.g.,
second column contains reconstructions of the first column’s validation set samples).

(a) CelebA samples. (b) CelebA reconstructions.

Figure 3: Samples and reconstructions on the CelebA dataset. For the reconstructions, odd columns
are original samples from the validation set and even columns are corresponding reconstructions.
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Wasserstein GAN
• Objective based on Earth-Mover or Wassertein distance:

• Provides nice gradients over real and fake samples

(Arjovsky et al., 2016)
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Wasserstein GAN
• Wasserstein loss seems to correlate well with image quality.

(Arjovsky et al., 2016)

Figure 3: Training curves and samples at di↵erent stages of training. We can see a clear

correlation between lower error and better sample quality. Upper left: the generator is an

MLP with 4 hidden layers and 512 units at each layer. The loss decreases constistently as

training progresses and sample quality increases. Upper right: the generator is a standard

DCGAN. The loss decreases quickly and sample quality increases as well. In both upper

plots the critic is a DCGAN without the sigmoid so losses can be subjected to comparison.

Lower half: both the generator and the discriminator are MLPs with substantially high

learning rates (so training failed). Loss is constant and samples are constant as well. The

training curves were passed through a median filter for visualization purposes.

4.2 Meaningful loss metric

Because the WGAN algorithm attempts to train the critic f (lines 2–8 in Algo-
rithm 1) relatively well before each generator update (line 10 in Algorithm 1), the
loss function at this point is an estimate of the EM distance, up to constant factors
related to the way we constrain the Lipschitz constant of f .

Our first experiment illustrates how this estimate correlates well with the quality
of the generated samples. Besides the convolutional DCGAN architecture, we also
ran experiments where we replace the generator or both the generator and the critic
by 4-layer ReLU-MLP with 512 hidden units.

Figure 3 plots the evolution of the WGAN estimate (3) of the EM distance
during WGAN training for all three architectures. The plots clearly show that
these curves correlate well with the visual quality of the generated samples.

To our knowledge, this is the first time in GAN literature that such a property is
shown, where the loss of the GAN shows properties of convergence. This property is
extremely useful when doing research in adversarial networks as one does not need

10
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WGAN with gradient penalty 

• Faster convergence and higher-
quality samples than WGAN with 
weight clipping 
• Train a wide variety of GAN 

architectures with almost no 
hyperparameter tuning, including 
discrete models
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Boundary Equilibrium GAN (BEGAN) 
• A loss derived from the Wasserstein distance 

for training auto-encoder based GANs

• Wasserstein distance btw. the reconstruction 
losses of real and generated data

• Convergence measure:

• Objective:

98

(a) Generator/Decoder (b) Encoder

Figure 1: Network architecture for the generator and discriminator.

cube of processed data is mapped via fully connected layers, not followed by any non-linearities,
to and from an embedding state h 2 RNh where Nh is the dimension of the auto-encoder’s hidden
state.

The generator G : RNz 7! RNx uses the same architecture (though not the same weights) as the
discriminator decoder. We made this choice only for simplicity. The input state is z 2 [�1, 1]Nz

sampled uniformly.

We chose a standard, simple, architecture to illustrate the effect of the new equilibrium principle and
loss. Our model is easier to train and simpler than other GANs architectures: no batch normalization,
no dropout, no transpose convolutions and no exponential growth for convolution filters. It might be
possible to further improve our results by using those techniques but this is beyond the scope of this
paper.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

We trained our model using Adam with an initial learning rate in [5 ⇥ 10�5
, 10�4], decaying by

a factor of 2 when the measure of convergence stalls. Modal collapses or visual artifacts were
observed sporadically with high initial learning rates, however simply reducing the learning rate
was sufficient to avoid them. We trained models for varied resolutions from 32 to 256, adding or
removing convolution layers to adjust for the image size, keeping a constant final down-sampled
image size of 8x8. We used Nh = Nz = 64 in most of our experiments with this dataset.

The network is initialized using vanishing residuals. This is inspired from deep residual networks
[7]. For successive same sized layers, the layer’s input is combined with its output: inx+1 =
carry ⇥ inx + (1� carry)⇥ outx. In our experiments, we start with carry = 1 and progressively
decrease it to 0 over 16000 steps. We do this to facilitate gradient propagation early in training; it
improves convergence and image fidelity but is not strictly necessary.

We use a dataset of 360K celebrity face images for training in place of CelebA [10]. This dataset has
a larger variety of facial poses, including rotations around the camera axis. These are more varied
and potentially more difficult to model than the aligned faces from CelebA, presenting an interesting
challenge. We preferred the use of faces as a visual estimator since humans excel at identifying flaws
in faces.

5

lower image diversity because the discriminator focuses more heavily on auto-encoding real images.
We will refer to � as the diversity ratio. There is a natural boundary for which images are sharp and
have details.

3.4 Boundary Equilibrium GAN

The BEGAN objective is:

8
<

:

LD = L(x)� kt.L(G(zD)) for ✓D
LG = L(G(zG)) for ✓G
kt+1 = kt + �k(�L(x)� L(G(zG))) for each training step t

We use Proportional Control Theory to maintain the equilibrium E [L(G(z))] = �E [L(x)]. This is
implemented using a variable kt 2 [0, 1] to control how much emphasis is put on L(G(zD)) during
gradient descent. We initialize k0 = 0. �k is the proportional gain for k; in machine learning terms,
it is the learning rate for k. We used 0.001 in our experiments. In essence, this can be thought of as
a form of closed-loop feedback control in which kt is adjusted at each step to maintain equation 5.

In early training stages, G tends to generate easy-to-reconstruct data for the auto-encoder since
generated data is close to 0 and the real data distribution has not been learned accurately yet. This
yields to L(x) > L(G(z)) early on and this is maintained for the whole training process by the
equilibrium constraint.

The introductions of the approximation in equation 2 and � in equation 5 have an impact on our
modeling of the Wasserstein distance. Consequently, examination of samples generated from various
� values is of primary interest as will be shown in the results section.

In contrast to traditional GANs which require alternating training D and G, or pretraining D, our
proposed method BEGAN requires neither to train stably. Adam [8] was used during training with
the default hyper-parameters. ✓D and ✓G are updated independently based on their respective losses
with separate Adam optimizers. We typically used a batch size of n = 16.

3.4.1 Convergence measure

Determining the convergence of GANs is generally a difficult task since the original formulation is
defined as a zero-sum game. As a consequence, one loss goes up when the other goes down. The
number of epochs or visual inspection are typically the only practical ways to get a sense of how
training has progressed.

We derive a global measure of convergence by using the equilibrium concept: we can frame the
convergence process as finding the closest reconstruction L(x) with the lowest absolute value of the
instantaneous process error for the proportion control algorithm |�L(x)�L(G(zG))|. This measure
is formulated as the sum of these two terms:

Mglobal = L(x) + |�L(x)� L(G(zG))|

This measure can be used to determine when the network has reached its final state or if the model
has collapsed.

3.5 Model architecture

The discriminator D : RNx 7! RNx is a convolutional deep neural network architectured as an auto-
encoder. Nx = H ⇥ W ⇥ C is shorthand for the dimensions of x where H,W,C are the height,
width and colors. We use an auto-encoder with both a deep encoder and decoder. The intent is to be
as simple as possible to avoid typical GAN tricks.

The structure is shown in figure 1. We used 3x3 convolutions with exponential linear units [3]
(ELUs) applied at their outputs. Each layer is repeated a number of times (typically 2). We observed
that more repetitions led to even better visual results. The convolution filters are increased linearly
with each down-sampling. Down-sampling is implemented as sub-sampling with stride 2 and up-
sampling is done by nearest neighbor. At the boundary between the encoder and the decoder, the
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as a class of GANs that aims to model the discriminator D(x) as an energy function. This variant
converges more stably and is both easy to train and robust to hyper-parameter variations. The authors
attribute some of these benefits to the larger number of targets in the discriminator. EBGAN likewise
implements its discriminator as an auto-encoder with a per-pixel error.

While earlier GAN variants lacked a measure of convergence, Wasserstein GANs [1] (WGANs)
recently introduced a loss that also acts as a measure of convergence. In their implementation it
comes at the expense of slow training, but with the benefit of stability and better mode coverage.

3 Proposed method

We use an auto-encoder as a discriminator as was first proposed in EBGAN [17]. While typical
GANs try to match data distributions directly, our method aims to match auto-encoder loss distribu-
tions using a loss derived from the Wasserstein distance. This is done using a typical GAN objective
with the addition of an equilibrium term to balance the discriminator and the generator. Our method
has an easier training procedure and uses a simpler neural network architecture compared to typical
GAN techniques.

3.1 Wasserstein distance for auto-encoders

We wish to study the effect of matching the distribution of the errors instead of matching the dis-
tribution of the samples directly. We first show that an auto-encoder loss approximates a normal
distribution, then we compute the Wasserstein distance between the auto-encoder loss distributions
of real and generated samples.

We first introduce L : RNx 7! R+the loss for training a pixel-wise autoencoder as:

L(v) = |v �D(v)|⌘ where

8
<

:

D : RNx 7! RNx is the autoencoder function.
⌘ 2 {1, 2} is the target norm.

v 2 RNx is a sample of dimension Nx.

For a sufficient large number of pixels, if we assume that the losses at the pixel level are independent
and identically distributed, then the Central Limit Theorem applies and the overall distribution of
image-wise losses follows an approximate normal distribution. In our model, we use the L1 norm
between an image and its reconstruction as our loss. We found experimentally, for the datasets we
tried, the loss distribution is, in fact, approximately normal.

Given two normal distributions µ1 = N (m1, C1) and µ2 = N (m2, C2) with the means m1,2 2 Rp

and the covariances C1,2 2 Rp⇥p, their squared Wasserstein distance is defined as:

W (µ1, µ2)
2 = ||m1 �m2||22 + trace(C1 + C2 � 2(C

1/2
2 C1C

1/2
2 )

1/2)

We are interested in the case where p = 1. The squared Wasserstein distance then simplifies to:

W (µ1, µ2)
2 = ||m1 �m2||22 + (c1 + c2 � 2

p
c1c2)

We wish to study experimentally whether optimizing ||m1 � m2||22 alone is sufficient to optimize
W

2. This is true when

c1 + c2 � 2
p
c1c2

||m1 �m2||22
is constant or monotonically increasing w.r.t W (1)

This allows us to simplify the problem to:

W (µ1, µ2)
2 _ ||m1 �m2||22 under condition 1 (2)

It is important to note that we are aiming to optimize the Wasserstein distance between loss distri-
butions, not between sample distributions. As explained in the next section, our discriminator is an

2

(a) ALI interpolation (64x64)

(b) PixelCNN interpolation (32x32)

(c) Our results (128x128 with 128 filters)

(d) Mirror interpolations (our results 128x128 with 128 filters)

Figure 4: Interpolations of real images in latent space

Sample diversity, while not perfect, is convincing; the generated images look relatively close to the
real ones. The interpolations show good continuity. On the first row, the hair transitions in a natural
way and intermediate hairstyles are believable, showing good generalization. It is also worth noting
that some features are not represented such as the cigarette in the left image. The second and last
rows show simple rotations. While the rotations are smooth, we can see that profile pictures are not
captured as well as camera facing ones. We assume this is due to profiles being less common in
our dataset. Finally the mirror example demonstrates separation between identity and rotation. A
surprisingly realistic camera-facing image is derived from a single profile image.

4.4 Convergence measure and image quality

The convergence measure Mglobal was conjectured earlier to measure the convergence of the BE-
GAN model. As can be seen in figure 5 this measure correlates well with image fidelity. We can also

Figure 5: Quality of the results w.r.t. the measure of convergence (128x128 with 128 filters)
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defined as a zero-sum game. As a consequence, one loss goes up when the other goes down. The
number of epochs or visual inspection are typically the only practical ways to get a sense of how
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We derive a global measure of convergence by using the equilibrium concept: we can frame the
convergence process as finding the closest reconstruction L(x) with the lowest absolute value of the
instantaneous process error for the proportion control algorithm |�L(x)�L(G(zG))|. This measure
is formulated as the sum of these two terms:
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This measure can be used to determine when the network has reached its final state or if the model
has collapsed.

3.5 Model architecture

The discriminator D : RNx 7! RNx is a convolutional deep neural network architectured as an auto-
encoder. Nx = H ⇥ W ⇥ C is shorthand for the dimensions of x where H,W,C are the height,
width and colors. We use an auto-encoder with both a deep encoder and decoder. The intent is to be
as simple as possible to avoid typical GAN tricks.

The structure is shown in figure 1. We used 3x3 convolutions with exponential linear units [3]
(ELUs) applied at their outputs. Each layer is repeated a number of times (typically 2). We observed
that more repetitions led to even better visual results. The convolution filters are increased linearly
with each down-sampling. Down-sampling is implemented as sub-sampling with stride 2 and up-
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Semi-supervised Classification
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(Salimans et al., 2016;
Dumoulin et al., 2016)
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Figure 6: Latent space interpolations on the CelebA validation set. Left and right columns corre-
spond to the original pairs x1 and x2, and the columns in between correspond to the decoding of
latent representations interpolated linearly from z1 to z2. Unlike other adversarial approaches like
DCGAN (Radford et al., 2015), ALI allows one to interpolate between actual data points.

Using ALI’s inference network as opposed to the discriminator to extract features, we achieve a
misclassification rate that is roughly 3.00 ± 0.50% lower than reported in Radford et al. (2015)
(Table 1), which suggests that ALI’s inference mechanism is beneficial to the semi-supervised
learning task.

We then investigate ALI’s performance when label information is taken into account during training.
We adapt the discriminative model proposed in Salimans et al. (2016). The discriminator takes x and
z as input and outputs a distribution over K + 1 classes, where K is the number of categories. When
label information is available for q(x, z) samples, the discriminator is expected to predict the label.
When no label information is available, the discriminator is expected to predict K + 1 for p(x, z)
samples and k 2 {1, . . . ,K} for q(x, z) samples.

Interestingly, Salimans et al. (2016) found that they required an alternative training strategy for the
generator where it tries to match first-order statistics in the discriminator’s intermediate activations
with respect to the data distribution (they refer to this as feature matching). We found that ALI did
not require feature matching to obtain comparable results. We achieve results competitive with the
state-of-the-art, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 2 shows that ALI offers a modest improvement
over Salimans et al. (2016), more specifically for 1000 and 2000 labeled examples.

Table 1: SVHN test set missclassification rate

.

Model Misclassification rate

VAE (M1 + M2) (Kingma et al., 2014) 36.02

SWWAE with dropout (Zhao et al., 2015) 23.56

DCGAN + L2-SVM (Radford et al., 2015) 22.18

SDGM (Maaløe et al., 2016) 16.61

GAN (feature matching) (Salimans et al., 2016) 8.11± 1.3

ALI (ours, L2-SVM) 19.14± 0.50

ALI (ours, no feature matching) 7.42± 0.65

Table 2: CIFAR10 test set missclassification rate for semi-supervised learning using different numbers
of trained labeled examples. For ALI, error bars correspond to 3 times the standard deviation.

Number of labeled examples 1000 2000 4000 8000
Model Misclassification rate

Ladder network (Rasmus et al., 2015) 20.40

CatGAN (Springenberg, 2015) 19.58

GAN (feature matching) (Salimans et al., 2016) 21.83± 2.01 19.61± 2.09 18.63± 2.32 17.72± 1.82

ALI (ours, no feature matching) 19.98± 0.89 19.09± 0.44 17.99± 1.62 17.05± 1.49
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Class-specific Image Generation
• Generates 227x227 realistic images from all 

ImageNet classes

• Combines adversarial training, moment matching, 
denoising autoencoders, and Langevin sampling
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(Nguyen et al., 2016) 
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Video Generation (Vondrick et al., 2016)
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Generative Shape Modeling
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(Wu et al., 2016)

z G(z) in 3D Voxel Space
64×64×64

512×4×4×4
256×8×8×8

128×16×16×16 64×32×32×32

Figure 1: The generator in 3D-GAN. The discriminator mostly mirrors the generator.

developed a recurrent adversarial network for image generation. While previous approaches focus on
modeling 2D images, we discuss the use of an adversarial component in modeling 3D objects.

3 Models

In this section we introduce our model for 3D object generation. We first discuss how we build
our framework, 3D Generative Adversarial Network (3D-GAN), by leveraging previous advances
on volumetric convolutional networks and generative adversarial nets. We then show how to train
a variational autoencoder [Kingma and Welling, 2014] simultaneously so that our framework can
capture a mapping from a 2D image to a 3D object.

3.1 3D Generative Adversarial Network (3D-GAN)

As proposed in Goodfellow et al. [2014], the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) consists of
a generator and a discriminator, where the discriminator tries to classify real objects and objects
synthesized by the generator, and the generator attempts to confuse the discriminator. In our 3D
Generative Adversarial Network (3D-GAN), the generator G maps a 200-dimensional latent vector z,
randomly sampled from a probabilistic latent space, to a 64⇥ 64⇥ 64 cube, representing an object
G(z) in 3D voxel space. The discriminator D outputs a confidence value D(x) of whether a 3D
object input x is real or synthetic.

Following Goodfellow et al. [2014], we use binary cross entropy as the classification loss, and present
our overall adversarial loss function as

L3D-GAN = logD(x) + log(1�D(G(z))), (1)

where x is a real object in a 64⇥ 64⇥ 64 space, and z is a randomly sampled noise vector from a
distribution p(z). In this work, each dimension of z is an i.i.d. uniform distribution over [0, 1].
Network structure Inspired by Radford et al. [2016], we design an all-convolutional neural
network to generate 3D objects. As shown in Figure 1, the generator consists of five volumetric fully
convolutional layers of kernel sizes 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 and strides 2, with batch normalization and ReLU
layers added in between and a Sigmoid layer at the end. The discriminator basically mirrors the
generator, except that it uses Leaky ReLU [Maas et al., 2013] instead of ReLU layers. There are no
pooling or linear layers in our network. More details can be found in the supplementary material.
Training details A straightforward training procedure is to update both the generator and the
discriminator in every batch. However, the discriminator usually learns much faster than the generator,
possibly because generating objects in a 3D voxel space is more difficult than differentiating between
real and synthetic objects [Goodfellow et al., 2014, Radford et al., 2016]. It then becomes hard
for the generator to extract signals for improvement from a discriminator that is way ahead, as all
examples it generated would be correctly identified as synthetic with high confidence. Therefore,
to keep the training of both networks in pace, we employ an adaptive training strategy: for each
batch, the discriminator only gets updated if its accuracy in the last batch is not higher than 80%. We
observe this helps to stabilize the training and to produce better results. We set the learning rate of
G to 0.0025, D to 10�5, and use a batch size of 100. We use ADAM [Kingma and Ba, 2015] for
optimization, with � = 0.5.

3.2 3D-VAE-GAN

We have discussed how to generate 3D objects by sampling a latent vector z and mapping it to the
object space. In practice, it would also be helpful to infer these latent vectors from observations. For
example, if there exists a mapping from a 2D image to the latent representation, we can then recover
the 3D object corresponding to that 2D image.

3



Text-to-Image Synthesis
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(Zhang et al., 2016)

Failure Cases

The main reason for failure cases is that Stage-I GAN fails to generate plausible rough shapes or colors of the objects.
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Single Image Super-Resolution
• Combine content loss with adversarial loss

107

(Ledig et al., 2016)

bicubic SRResNet SRGAN original
(21.59dB/0.6423) (23.53dB/0.7832) (21.15dB/0.6868)

Figure 2: From left to right: bicubic interpolation, deep residual network optimized for MSE, deep residual generative
adversarial network optimized for a loss more sensitive to human perception, original HR image. Corresponding PSNR and
SSIM are shown in brackets. [4⇥ upscaling]

perceptual difference between the super-resolved and orig-
inal image means that the recovered image is not photo-
realistic as defined by Ferwerda [16].

In this work we propose a super-resolution generative
adversarial network (SRGAN) for which we employ a
deep residual network (ResNet) with skip-connection and
diverge from MSE as the sole optimization target. Different
from previous works, we define a novel perceptual loss us-
ing high-level feature maps of the VGG network [49, 33, 5]
combined with a discriminator that encourages solutions
perceptually hard to distinguish from the HR reference
images. An example photo-realistic image that was super-
resolved with a 4⇥ upscaling factor is shown in Figure 1.

1.1. Related work

1.1.1 Image super-resolution

Recent overview articles on image SR include Nasrollahi
and Moeslund [43] or Yang et al. [61]. Here we will focus
on single image super-resolution (SISR) and will not further
discuss approaches that recover HR images from multiple
images [4, 15].

Prediction-based methods were among the first methods
to tackle SISR. While these filtering approaches, e.g. linear,
bicubic or Lanczos [14] filtering, can be very fast, they
oversimplify the SISR problem and usually yield solutions
with overly smooth textures. Methods that put particularly
focus on edge-preservation have been proposed [1, 39].

More powerful approaches aim to establish a complex
mapping between low- and high-resolution image informa-
tion and usually rely on training data. Many methods that
are based on example-pairs rely on LR training patches for

which the corresponding HR counterparts are known. Early
work was presented by Freeman et al. [18, 17]. Related ap-
proaches to the SR problem originate in compressed sensing
[62, 12, 69]. In Glasner et al. [21] the authors exploit patch
redundancies across scales within the image to drive the SR.
This paradigm of self-similarity is also employed in Huang
et al. [31], where self dictionaries are extended by further
allowing for small transformations and shape variations. Gu
et al. [25] proposed a convolutional sparse coding approach
that improves consistency by processing the whole image
rather than overlapping patches.

To reconstruct realistic texture detail while avoiding
edge artifacts, Tai et al. [52] combine an edge-directed SR
algorithm based on a gradient profile prior [50] with the
benefits of learning-based detail synthesis. Zhang et al. [70]
propose a multi-scale dictionary to capture redundancies of
similar image patches at different scales. To super-resolve
landmark images, Yue et al. [67] retrieve correlating HR
images with similar content from the web and propose a
structure-aware matching criterion for alignment.

Neighborhood embedding approaches upsample a LR
image patch by finding similar LR training patches in a low
dimensional manifold and combining their corresponding
HR patches for reconstruction [54, 55]. In Kim and Kwon
[35] the authors emphasize the tendency of neighborhood
approaches to overfit and formulate a more general map of
example pairs using kernel ridge regression. The regression
problem can also be solved with Gaussian process regres-
sion [27], trees [46] or Random Forests [47]. In Dai et al.
[6] a multitude of patch-specific regressors is learned and
the most appropriate regressors selected during testing.

Recently convolutional neural network (CNN) based SR

bicubic SRResNet SRGAN original
(21.59dB/0.6423) (23.53dB/0.7832) (21.15dB/0.6868)

Figure 2: From left to right: bicubic interpolation, deep residual network optimized for MSE, deep residual generative
adversarial network optimized for a loss more sensitive to human perception, original HR image. Corresponding PSNR and
SSIM are shown in brackets. [4⇥ upscaling]

perceptual difference between the super-resolved and orig-
inal image means that the recovered image is not photo-
realistic as defined by Ferwerda [16].

In this work we propose a super-resolution generative
adversarial network (SRGAN) for which we employ a
deep residual network (ResNet) with skip-connection and
diverge from MSE as the sole optimization target. Different
from previous works, we define a novel perceptual loss us-
ing high-level feature maps of the VGG network [49, 33, 5]
combined with a discriminator that encourages solutions
perceptually hard to distinguish from the HR reference
images. An example photo-realistic image that was super-
resolved with a 4⇥ upscaling factor is shown in Figure 1.

1.1. Related work

1.1.1 Image super-resolution

Recent overview articles on image SR include Nasrollahi
and Moeslund [43] or Yang et al. [61]. Here we will focus
on single image super-resolution (SISR) and will not further
discuss approaches that recover HR images from multiple
images [4, 15].

Prediction-based methods were among the first methods
to tackle SISR. While these filtering approaches, e.g. linear,
bicubic or Lanczos [14] filtering, can be very fast, they
oversimplify the SISR problem and usually yield solutions
with overly smooth textures. Methods that put particularly
focus on edge-preservation have been proposed [1, 39].

More powerful approaches aim to establish a complex
mapping between low- and high-resolution image informa-
tion and usually rely on training data. Many methods that
are based on example-pairs rely on LR training patches for

which the corresponding HR counterparts are known. Early
work was presented by Freeman et al. [18, 17]. Related ap-
proaches to the SR problem originate in compressed sensing
[62, 12, 69]. In Glasner et al. [21] the authors exploit patch
redundancies across scales within the image to drive the SR.
This paradigm of self-similarity is also employed in Huang
et al. [31], where self dictionaries are extended by further
allowing for small transformations and shape variations. Gu
et al. [25] proposed a convolutional sparse coding approach
that improves consistency by processing the whole image
rather than overlapping patches.

To reconstruct realistic texture detail while avoiding
edge artifacts, Tai et al. [52] combine an edge-directed SR
algorithm based on a gradient profile prior [50] with the
benefits of learning-based detail synthesis. Zhang et al. [70]
propose a multi-scale dictionary to capture redundancies of
similar image patches at different scales. To super-resolve
landmark images, Yue et al. [67] retrieve correlating HR
images with similar content from the web and propose a
structure-aware matching criterion for alignment.

Neighborhood embedding approaches upsample a LR
image patch by finding similar LR training patches in a low
dimensional manifold and combining their corresponding
HR patches for reconstruction [54, 55]. In Kim and Kwon
[35] the authors emphasize the tendency of neighborhood
approaches to overfit and formulate a more general map of
example pairs using kernel ridge regression. The regression
problem can also be solved with Gaussian process regres-
sion [27], trees [46] or Random Forests [47]. In Dai et al.
[6] a multitude of patch-specific regressors is learned and
the most appropriate regressors selected during testing.

Recently convolutional neural network (CNN) based SR

4× upscaling 



Image Inpainting
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(Pathak et al., 2016)
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Image to Image Translation (pix2pix) (Isola et al., 2016)

• Requires paired training data
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Image to Image Translation (CycleGAN) (Zhu et al., 2017)

• Unsupervised, does not require paired training data
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Image to Image Translation (CycleGAN) (Zhu et al., 2017)

• Unsupervised, does not require paired training data
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Progressive GANs (Karras et al., 2017)

• Allows to obtain high resolution synthetic images
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Progressive GANs (Karras et al., 2017)

• Allows to obtain high resolution synthetic images



Image Editing with 

GANs
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Motivation
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“Maybe in our world lives a 
happy little tree over there.” 

— Bob Ross 
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Natural Scenes
• Can we change the appearance of an outdoor scene using visual

attributes?
• Leverage the big visual data
• Learn visual attributes
• Change the attributes

118

cloudy

clear, sunny



Our Approach

A conditional GAN• -based model (conditions: transient scene attributes)
Backprojecting− input image on noise space (Zhu et al., 2006)
Modify scene attributes−
Appearance transfer−

Levent Karacan, Aykut Erdem, Erkut Erdem, “Adjusting Transient Attributes of Outdoor Images using Generative Adversarial Networks”, SIU 2017 121



Transient Attributes Dataset
• 101 webcams

8571 outdoor
scenes

• 40 transient
attribute for
each image

P.-Y. Laffont, Z. Ren, X. Tao, C. Qian, and J. Hays, “Transient attributes for high-level understanding and editing of outdoor
scenes,” ACM Transactions on Graphics, vol. 33, no. 4, 2014 122



Proposed conditioned GAN model
ℒ"#$ %, ' = )*,+~-./0/(*,+) log' 6, 7 + )*,+~-./0/ *,+ ,9~-: 9 [log(1 − '(% >, 7 , 7))]

%∗ = min" maxF ℒ+"#$ %, '

Generative Network G
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Discriminative Network D

noise
vector

fully-connected
layerspatially

replicate



Increasing night attribute

Generated samples from learned image manifold
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing night attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Increasing sunset attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold

Decreasing snow attribute
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Generated samples from learned image manifold
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Image editing depending on transient attributes

("∗, %∗) = ()* min
.∈ℂ,1∈2ℤ

ℒ(5(", %), 67)
ℒ 68, 69 = : 68 − : 69 9• Projection with L-BFGS-B
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Appearance Transfer

• Appearance transfer from generated image to original image.
• Sampling based local affine model in color space. 
• Affine models by least square optimization are used to transfer appearance.

(Shih et al., 2013)
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Comparison with Related Works
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Generating Outdoor Scenes 
under Various Conditions

158

Levent Karacan, Zeynep Akata, Aykut Erdem, Erkut Erdem, “Learning to Generate Images of Outdoor Scenes from Attributes and Semantic Layouts." 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1612.00215 (2016)



Generating Outdoor Scenes 
under Various Conditions
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Figure 2: The architectures of the generator and discriminator networks in our AL-CGAN model that is conditioned on
transient attributes (a), semantic layouts (si) and noise that is specific to each semantic layout (zi).

ages resembling real ones. Within this min-max game, G
and D can be trained jointly by solving the following opti-
mization problem:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex⇠pdata(x)[logD(x)] + (1)

Ex⇠pz(z)[log (1�D(G(z)))]

where x is a natural image drawn from the true data dis-
tribution pdata(x) and z is a latent random vector sampled
from a uniform distribution. [6] showed that with enough
number of training images and after sufficient number of
epochs (i.e., if G and D have enough capacity), the distribu-
tion pG converges to pdata. That is, from a random vector z,
the generative model G can synthesize an image G(z) that
looks like an image that is sampled from pdata.

CGAN [5, 19] conditions GAN with some form of side
information, e.g. class labels [19], image captions [21],
bounding boxes and object keypoints [20]. Given a con-
text vector c as side information, the generator G(z, c) tries
to synthesize a realistic image under the control of c. Simi-
larly, the CGAN model allows the output of the discrimina-
tive model D(x, c) to be controlled by c.

3.2. Proposed Architecture

Our architecture comprises of a generator and a discrim-
inator conditioned on semantic layouts and transient at-
tributes. As illustrated in Figure 2, each object/stuff in the
semantic layout is represented as a binary mask and each
binary mask gets concatenated with a different noise vector.
Formally, the generator and discriminator networks are de-
noted as G : RZ ⇥ RS ⇥ RA ! RM and D : RS ⇥ RA !
{0, 1} respectively, with Z-dim noise vector (z), S-dim se-
mantic layout (s), A-dim transient attribute vector (a) and
M -dim image (x). AL-CGAN is formulated as follows:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = ED + EG where (2)

ED = Ex,s,a⇠pdata(x,s,a)[logD(x, s, a)] and
EG = Ez⇠pz(z);s,a⇠pdata(s,a)[log (1�D(G(z, s, a)))]

Algorithm 1 AL-CGAN training algorithm

1: Input: Training set S = {(x, s, a)} with training im-
ages x, semantic segmentation layouts s and transient
attributes a.

2: for all number of iterations do

3: sample minibatch of paired x, s, a
4: for all object/stuff i in s do

5: sample minibatch of zi from N (0, I)Z

6: concatenate zi and si where si 2 s
7: replicate and concatenate a to zi
8: end for

9: xg  G(z, s, a) {Forward through generator}
10: LD  �(logD(x, s, a) + log (1�D(xg, s, a))
11: D  D � ↵@LD/@D {Update discriminator}
12: LG  � logD(xg, a)
13: G G� ↵@LG/@G {Update generator}
14: end for

where the noise vectors z are specific to the semantic lay-
out s, therefore z is sampled a separate random distribution
pz(z) for each s independently. Unlike previous GAN mod-
els, this implements a unique way of encoding content in a
more distributed manner. As demonstrated in the next sec-
tion, this leads to flexibility in modulating transient scene
conditions independently for each object and stuff.

For the generator module of AL-CGAN, we design a
9-layer model, which consists of 5 convolutional and 4 de-
convolutional layers. Following the recent work [22, 9], we
also add skip connections between the respective convolu-
tional and deconvolutional layers to include low-level infor-
mation in the generation process. The training algorithm of
our AL-CGAN model has been presented in Algorithm 1.
We randomly draw the noise prior z 2 N (0, 1) for each
semantic layout independently, and obtain a noise tensor
which also encodes the local structure. We then tile tran-
sient attributes vector to all spatial locations before concate-
nating it to the noise tensor and the semantic layout maps.

3

ℒ"#$% &, (
= *+,,,-~/0121(+,,,-) log( 8, 9, : + *,,-~/0121 ,,- ,<~/= < [log(1 − ((8, &(A, 9, :)))]

min
#
max
H

ℒ"#$% &, ( • The noise vectors z are specific to the semantic layout.
• This provides the diversity in generated samples.



Generated images from given scene layouts
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Diversity in samples – Playing with the noise
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Figure 4: AL-CGAN samples generated from the same semantic layout by modulating the noise vector z. Rather than
copying the previously seen scenes, our model is able to generate diverse samples. Moreover, we can provide the diversity
on specific objects by modulating the object-related noise vectors by keeping other noise vectors same. In bottom row, we
modulate only the ”sea”,”sky” and ”tree” related noise vectors respectively so that diversity can only be observed on those
objects instead of the whole image.

Figure 5: Modifying transient attributes in generating outdoor images under different weather and time conditions. The
ability of playing with transient attributes contributes to the diversity and photorealism in the generated images (We provide
more results in the supplementary).

other hand, “clouds” do not change the global appearance
of the scene, however as expected only the relevant por-
tion of the sky gets modified. Finally, “fog” makes distant
objects disappear, “cold” emphasizes colder colors seen un-
der weak sunlight whereas with “warm” attribute the scene
looks warmer as the sun illuminates the scene intensely.

4.2. Gradually Adding/Subtracting Scene Elements

In this section, we explore a novel aspect of our AL-
CGAN model, i.e. the ability to generate images in an in-
cremental and decremental manner. First, we demonstrate
that we can generate more complex scenes by gradually

6



Diversity in samples – Playing with attributes
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AL-CGAN vs pix2pix
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Summary
Why Generative Models•

Types of Generative Models •
Autoregressive Generative Models−
Latent Variable Models−
Transformation Models−

Image Editing with GANs•

2


